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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a 2d-dimensional vector space over a finite field GF(q). 
A spread in V is a set Z of d-dimensional subspaces of V, called the com- 
ponents of Z, such that each non-zero vector in V is contained in a unique 
component s E Z. If G is a finite group then a spread-invariant representa- 
tion of G on I’ is a representation 4: G -+ GL( I’) such that 4(G) preserves 
Z in the sense that it permutes the components of Z among themselves. 
The problem of studying translation planes and their collineation groups 
is essentially that of studying spread-invariant representations, and from 
this point of view a program was suggested in [7] for a systematic study 
of translation planes which has hitherto been lacking. The papers [3,6, 71 
are a start in this direction, and the present work is a continuation of that 
in [ 61, where irreducible spread-invariant representations of Chevalley 
groups of characteristic 2 were first considered. The main result of that 
paper showed that this essentially reduces to the case of rank 1 groups, 
which is the case that we consider here. 
More precisely, take G = X,(q) with q = 2” 2 4 and let V be an 
irreducible GF(q) G-module. The general problem of deciding when V has 
a G-invariant spread is both difficult and important; we will consider a 
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special case. It is easy to state what is known in this situation: V can be 
N, the natural 2-dimensional module, which of course corresponds to a 
Desarguesian plane; or else V can be NON”, where 0 is any generator of 
Aut GF(q), which yields the 4(n) Ott-Schaeffer planes. See [S, Chap. VII] 
for the geometric side of these planes, or [6, Sect. 43 for a brief description 
from the representation-theoretic point of view. Note that in either case the 
spread admits the full automorphism group fL, (q) = SL, (q) . Aut GF(q) 
as collineations. 
These are the only known examples, and it is an interesting question to 
ask if there are any more. One known restriction, essentially a consequence 
of [4] (but see below for the simple proof) is that if V is not the natural 
module then the exponent n is necessarily odd. Our main result, which is 
harder to prove, is related to Liebler’s result and is as follows. 
THEOREM. Let V be an irreducible GF(q) SL,(q)-module which supports 
an SL, (q)-invariant spread Z. Suppose that q = 2” and 3 1 n. Then one of the 
following holds : 
(a) dim V = 2 and the spread is Desarguesian. 
(b) dim V = 4 and the spread is Ott-Schaefer. 
(c) dim V= 8 and Z does not induce a spread on the GF(2)-rational 
points of V. 
If Aut GF(q) = (4) then of course the GF(2)-rational points of V are the 
fixed points of 4. Thus if 4 also preserves C then part (c) cannot hold and 
we obtain 
COROLLARY. With the notation of the theorem, assume that V supports a 
rL,(q)-invariant spread. Then the spread is either Desarguesian or 
0 tt-Schaefer. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we 
show that if V and q satisfy the conditions of the theorem then dim V6 16. 
This is achieved by studying the eigenvalues of elements in a Cartan sub- 
group (i.e., those of order dividing q - l), together with the technique of 
dispersive modules introduced in [6, 71. This latter method shows that 
certain modules cannot support SL,(q)-invariant spreads on purely 
module-theoretic grounds, whereas the eigenvalues (in particular their 
multiplicities) given arithmetic and geometric restrictions which are 
particularly effective in the present context. Liebler’s paper [4] is relevant 
here. 
The hypothesis that 3 ) n is equivalent to the existence of a subgroup 
Go z SL,(8) in SL,(q), and it is fundamental that many of our arguments 
can be reduced to studying V as a G,-module. Thus if dim V= 8 or 16 it 
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is shown that V is equal to I’,,@ GF(q) as GF(q) G,-module for some 
uniquely determined (though not irreducible) G,-module I’,,. Moreover the 
module in case dim I’= 16 contains as a G,-submodule a Galois conjugate 
of the module which occurs when dim V= 8, so that these two cases are 
related to each other. 
Thus in Section 4 we make a preliminary study of the module in case 
dim V= 8, concentrating on a certain partial spread C’ which must exist by 
general principles. Certain combinatorial properties of C’ lead to a contra- 
diction in the case dim V= 16 via the embedding mentioned previously. 
In Section 5 we assume that the G1;(2)-rational points I’, of I/ form a 
spread in order to eliminate the remaining case dim I/= 8. Namely, Z’ 
induces a certain partial spread Z” on V2 which we are able to show 
extends in just six ways to a spread on I’,, so that I’, becomes a trans- 
lation plane of order 16. However, this spread on V, must be induced from 
a Go-invariant spread on V, and we show that this is impossible. 
2. SOME SL, (q)-MODULES 
Let N be the natural 2-dimensional GF(q) SL2 (q)-module, and if q = 2” 
let Ni = N@ for 1 d i 6 n - 1, where 4 is the Frobenius automorphism of 
GF(q). We also write N” for the tensor product of a copies of N, with 
further notation such as N” @ Mb . . . for SL2 (q)-modules N, M, . . . . 
We make use of the following results: 
N2zllN111 (uniserial) 
N3~N@N@(NQN,) 
N4g’l I N, I l)O(l I N, I l)@W, I1 I N, I1 I N,). 




From now one we assume that q = 8. We denote the Steinberg module 
of SL, (8) by St = N@ N, @ N,. Now St is a projective G-module, hence so 
is M@ St for any SL,(8)-module M. We denote this latter set of modules 
by P. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M = N” Q Nf Q N; and assume that no module in the set 
P is a summand of M. Zf a > max{ b, c} then one of the following holds: 
(i) a<6, b=c=O. 
(ii) ~64, b= 1, c=O. 
(iii) a=b=2, c=O. 
(iv) 2 > a > c, b = 0. 
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Proof: If each of a, 6, c are non-zero then clearly A4 itself lies in P. 
Suppose that c ~0. If Q > 3 then N3@Nz has St as a summand by (2.2), 
so this cannot occur. So if c # 0 then a < 2 and we are in case (iv), so we 
may now assume that c = 0. 
If b > 2 then also a 3 2, and since NT g 1 1 N, 1 1 by (2.1) then if a > 3 we 
find that N3 0 Nf has St as a summand, contradiction. So if b > 2 then (iii) 
holds. If b=l and a>5 then as N5@N1rN4@(N@N1) has St as a 
summand as we see from (2.3), then we again obtain a contradiction, so if 
b = 1 then (ii) holds. 
Finally, assume b = c =O. Again we see from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
N’ E N3 @ N4 has St as a summand, so we must have a < 6 in this case. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let h E G = SL,(8) have order 7, let A4 be as in Lemma 2.1, 
and assume that h has no eigenvalue equal to 1 in its action on M. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(i) a = 1, 3 or 5, b = c = 0. 
(ii) a= 1 or 3, b= 1, c=O. 
(iii) a= 1 or 2, b=O, c= 1. 
ProoJ: First note that all seven seventh roots of unity occur as eigen- 
values for h in its action on St, hence the same is true of any module in 
P. Thus if h has no eigenvalue 1 on M then M has no summand which lies 
in P and Lemma 2.1 applies. Now the present lemma follows from this 
together with (2.1)-(2.3). 
3. SPREAD-INVARIANT REPRESENTATIONS OF SL, (2”) 
We state the first few results of this section in terms more general than 
we need here, with an eye to future application. We use the following 
notation: G = SL,(q), q = 2” 2 4, V an irreducible GF(q)G-module, 2 a 
G-invariant spread in I/. Recall from [2] that V is a twisted tensor product 
VgNN”‘QNo2Q .-. ONor, 
where g,, 02, . . . . cr, are distinct elements of Aut GF(q). 
Thus V corresponds to a translation plane with kernel K= GF(q) and G 
acting irreducibly in the linear translation complement. 
We fix a 2-Sylow subgroup U of G, with HZ 2, _ r a complement o U 
in N,(U) and with w an involution in N,(H) z DzCq _ 1j. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following hold: 
(i) dim C,(U) = 1. 
(ii) U fixes a unique component of C. 
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Proof: See [6, 5.6 and 6.31. 
LEMMA 3.2. If 1 # h E H then C,(h) = 0. 
Proof: We may take h of prime order p and try to show that C,(h) = 0. 
Note that p 1 q - 1, so that there is an element k E K# of order p. Thus [3, 
Sect. 4, Hypotheses 4.1 and 4.21 apply, and we may apply Lemma 4.3 of 
that paper to conclude that the set C, of (h, k)-invariant components 
coincides with the g-invariant components for each g E (h, k) - (k). 
Let 1 be the unique U-invariant component of Z whose existence follows 
from Lemma 3.l(ii). Then I” is the unique U”-invariant component. As 
G = ( U, U”) and G is irreducible on V then I # I”, and of course C, 
contains both I and I” since (h ) is normalized by w. 
Now assume that C,(h) # 0. The same argument shows that C,(h) SE Z, 
so h is planar. As Z,, is the set of h-invariant components then (C,,] = 
qm + 1, where dim C,(h) = 2m. For any other element ge (h, k) satisfying 
C,(g) # 0 it follows that dim C,(g) = 2m by the same reasoning. 
As C,,(k) = 0 then V is the direct sum of the subspaces C,,(F), where F 
ranges over the subgroups of (h, k > of order p which satisfy C,(F) # 0. 
But (w ) permutes this set of subgroups by conjugation and normalizes 
only (h ) among them. So the number of such subgroups, say N, is odd. 
Finally, we obtain dim V= Ndim C,(h). As N is odd and dim I/ is a 
power of 2 then N= 1, that is I’= C,(h). This contradiction completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let h E H have prime order and let dim V = 2’. Then one of 
the following holds : 
(i) There are integers s and t such that r = s + t and h has exactly 2” 
distinct eigenvalues in its action on V, each occurring with multiplicity 2’. 
(ii) h leaves invariant just two components I and I,, and for each eigen- 
value p of h in its action on V the corresponding eigenspace V,, is contained 
either in I or I,. 
ProoJ: This is along the same lines as Lemma 3.2. Take h of order p, 
and let k, Co be as above. The point is that if /J is an eigenvalue of h then 
V, = C,(g) for a suitably chosen element g E (h, k). So if VP is not con- 
tained in a single component of Z0 then g is planar and the argument of 
Lemma 3.2 yields the conclusion of (i). If V, (for each CL) is contained in 
a single component of Z:, then (ii) holds. The lemma follows. 
Next we recall from [6] or, for more detail, [7, Sect. 63, the notion of 
dispersive module. We restrict ourselves to modules W in characteristic 2 
for the group G = SL2 (q). Then W is called dispersive if, whenever 
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ldSdT<U and IT:SI=2, either C,(S)=C,(T) or dimC,(S)= 
2 dim C,(T). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let V be as above with r > 3, and assume that (a,, . . . . 0,) 
is a proper subgroup of Aut GF(q). Then V is not a dispersive G-module. 
Proof: If S= (a,, . . . . a,) then C,(S) E SL,(q,), where q,, > 4 is the 
cardinality of the fixed subfield of S. We will show that V 1 C,(S) is not 
dispersive. Now the modules N”’ are all isomorphic as C,(S)-modules to 
the natural C,(S)-module, which we still denote by N. Thus the present 
lemma will follow from 
LEMMA 3.5. If r > 3 then N’ is not a dispersive G-module. 
Proof: We first prove the following assertion. 
There is a G-module M, such that N’ E 
N@M,,r odd 
(NON)@ M,, r even. (3.1) 
To see (3.1) note that from (2.1 k(2.3) we see that (3.1) holds for r < 4. 
Thus it is true generally by an induction and application of (2.2). 
Now an easy calculation shows that for both N and N@ N, all involu- 
tions of U have the same fixed-points. So if N’ is dispersive then the same 
is true of the action of U on N’. But by (2.2) N3 has a summand NON,, 
and U contains a four-group U, such that (NON,) 1 U1 is free, so N’ 1 N, 
is free for all r > 3. But then the involutions of U, have distinct fixed-points 
on N’, a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let x E G have order 3. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) V is 2-dimensional. 
(ii) dim C,(x) E 2 (mod 4) and x is a generalized homology. 
Proof: See [6, 6.11. 
COROLLARY 3.7 (Liebler). One of the following holds: 
(i) V is 2-dimensional. 
(ii) q=2” and n is odd. 
ProoJ If n is even we can take XE H. Now Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6 show 
that dim V= 2. 
We turn now to the application of these results to the proof of the 
theorems. So let us now assume in addition that 3 I n. Thus G contains a 
subgroup GO E SL2 (8) which we may take to have a 2-Sylow U, = Un G,,, 
to contain w, and also satisfy H, = H n G, z Z7. Fix a generator h of H,. 
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Now assume that V is given as above. Each of the tensor factors N”: 
when restricted to G,,, is isomorphic to one of Nj@ GF(q), 0 < j < 2, where 
N, is the natural GF@)G,-module and N,, N2 are the twists of N, by 
Frobenius or its square, respectively. Thus we obtain 
VgN;@N;ON;OGF(q) (3.2) 
as GF(q)G,-module. Now as far as the proof of the theorem is concerned 
it is no loss of generality to assume that a > max{b, c}. (If not, we just 
replace V by a suitable “twist.“) This then puts us into the situation of 
Section 2. Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 3.2 shows that the only possibilities 
for a, b, c in (3.2) are those given in Lemma 2.2. But if b = c = 0 and a 2 3 
then N; is not a dispersive G,-module by Lemma 3.5, so V is not a 
dispersive Go-module. This is impossible (cf. [6, 7]), so we have established 
LEMMA 3.8. With the notation of (3.2), one of the following holds: 
(i) a= 1, b=c=O. 
(ii) a = 1 or 3, b = 1, c = 0. 
(iii) a= 1 or 2, b=O, c= 1. 
Of course if a + b + c = 1 or 2 then V is either Desarguesian or 
Ott-Schaefer, so with Lemma 3.8 the proof of the theorem is reduced to 
consideration of the following two cases: 
(I) I’G,rN;@N,@GGF(q). 
(II) I’/ G,=N;@NN,@GF(q). 
4. REDUCTION TO CASE (II) 
In this section we study the residual cases (I) and (II). We will show that 
case (I) cannot occur, but for this we need to study (II) also. The reason 
for this is that from (2.2) we see that 
Thus Ni@ N, has a unique G,-submodule, call it h4,, isomorphic to 
No@NN,C3N,. Note that the square of Frobenius maps M, to 
44: z Ni @ N,, which is the G,-module occurring in case (II). We will 
study a certain partial spread on MO which is induced by the spread on V 
in case (I), and show that its existence leads to a contradiction. This will 
also lead to a certain unique partial spread in case (II) whose existence is 
eventually shown to be impossible in Section 5. 
481/137/l-16 
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HYPOTHESIS 4.1. Case (I) holds. 
We assume Hypothesis 4.1 until further notice, and use the notation 
introduced at the beginning of Section 3 and supplemented following 
Corollary 3.7. 
LEMMA 4.1. The following hold: 
(i) dim C,( U,,) = 4. 
(ii) There is a unique U,-invariant component, say 1. Moreover 
C,(U,)El. 
Proof: (i) is an easy calculation using (4.1). Let 1 be the unique 
U-invariant component of Z guaranteed by Lemma 3.1. Of course I is 
UJnvariant, and if there is a second U,-invariant component, say lo, then 
C,( U,) is a subplane and hence H,, fixes a second such component which 
we may take to be l,,. Now with H,, = (h) r 2, we readily check that the 
eigenvalues of h on V do not all have the same multiplicity, so by Lem- 
ma 3.3(ii) I and lo are the only two Ho-invariant components. It follows 
that I, = 1” is invariant under both U0 and U”, and as G = ( UO, VW) is 
irreducible on V this is impossible. Now the present lemma follows. 
In the following we will identify certain elements of G as 2 x 2 matrices: 
where A is a seventh root of unity satisfying I3 = 3, + 1, 
an element of order 9, 
(4.2) 
0 1 
w= 10’ ( > 
We take our group G to act on the right. Then using (4.2) we can 
calculate such things as eigenvalues on any tensor module without 
difficulty. 
LEMMA 4.2. The eigenvalues of h on the component 1 of Lemma 4.1 are 
J2, A4 (mult. 3), A6 (mult. 4). 
Proof. The distinct eigenvalues of h on V are those displayed and their 
inverses. But one easily checks from (4.1) that the eigenvalues of h on 
C,(U,,) are A2, A4 (mult. 2), 16. As C,(U,)cl by Lemma 4.1 we may use 
Lemma 3.3(ii) to complete the present proof. 
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Recall next (Lemma 3.6) that a3 is a generalized homology. We denote 
the generalized axis of a3 by m and its generalized co-axis by n. 
Now the eigenvalues of u on V (in a quadratic field extension) are ~1~ l 
(mult. 4), p*3 (mult. 3) and p *’ for a suitable ninth root of unity ,u. 
For k = 1, 3, or 5, let us denote by Ek the maximal NG( (a3))-invariant 
subspaces of I/ on which u acts (in a field extension) with eigenvalues pfk. 
Thus dim E, = 8, dim E3 = 6, and dim E, = 2. Evidently E, cm, so there 
are essentially only two possibilities for m and n: 
(A) m=E,@E,;n=E,. 
(B) m = E, @ E; for some 2-space E; E E,; n = E, 0 EL, where 
E,=E;@E;. 
We call M the unique GF(q) G,-submodule of V isomorphic to 
ZVO@NN,@N,@GF(q). We also set l,,=lnM, m,=mnM, n,=nnM. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) The eigenuulues ofh on l, are AZ, A4, A6 (mult. 2). 
(ii) In case (A) above, I,, m,, and n, together with their G,-conjugates 
form a partial spread on A4 with n, = El n M. 
(iii) In cuse (B) ubooe, 1, and n, together with their GO-conjugates 
form a partial spread on M, and n, = ES @ (E; n M). 
ProoJ: (i) is an easy calculation using Lemma 4.2 and (4.1). We also 
easily find that the eigenvalues of a on M are p + 1 (mult. 2), p *3, p * 5, in 
particular ES c A4 and Ei = E3 n A4 is 2-dimensional. In case (A) we have 
m, = Et 0 E, and n, = E, n M both 4-dimensional, and (ii) holds. In case 
(B), since dim E, = 8, dim E;‘=6, and dim(E, nA4) =4 we must have 
dim (E;’ n M) 2 2, so n, = E, @ (E;’ n M) is at least 4-dimensional. As the 
G,-conjugates of n, either coincide or have trivial intersection we must 
have dim no = 4 and (iii) holds. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.2. Case (II) holds. 
Again we use the earlier notation for elements of G. As before there is 
a unique U,-invariant component which we call 1. It contains C,( U,), 
which this time is 2-dimensional. For case (II) we will need the specific 
eigenvectors, so we use the following notation. 
e,=(l,O), e2=(0, 1) is a basis for N,,, and we take vl=e,@e,@e,, 
v2=el@el@e2, . . . ordered lexicographically as a basis for vo = 
N, @ N, @ N, on which G, acts on the right. We find 
c,(~d= <v4+v6v v8>* 
C vo,cyo(oo) (Uo) = < v2, v4, VT) + C,(Uo). 
By extension of scalars, v,, . . . . vg also span V= V,,@ GF(q). 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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LEMMA 4.4. One of the following holds: 
(a) I= cv2, v4, v6, h3>. 
(b) l= (v4, v6, v7, b). 
Proof: First note that 1 is h-invariant, C,( U,) = ( v4 + v6, vs) s 1, and h 
acts on (v4 + v,), (v8) with eigenvalues A3 and A, respectively. Now the 
eigenvalues of h on V are i * ‘, ,J +*, I *3 (mult. 2), so by Lemma 3.3 the full 
i3-eigenspace of h, which is (v,, v6), lies in 1. So certainly 1 contains 
( v4, v6, v8). As w does not leave 1 invariant then the fourth eigenspace of 
h on 1 must have eigenvalue A**, and hence correspond to v2 or v7. The 
lemma follows. 
Remark. The foregoing shows that the eigenvalues of h on 1 in case (6) 
are A, ,?.*, A3 (mult. 2), while in case (a) they are 1, A-*, A3 (mult. 2). Note 
further that I’” is isomorphic to the GF(q) G,-module denoted by M in the 
discussion of Hypothesis 4.1. Thus case (/3) corresponds to case (I) (cf. 
Proposition 4.3), up to the action of 4. 
We next need the matrix representing the action of a on V with respect 
to v 1 > .--, vs. It is 
a= 
‘0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1’ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 A4 
0000010~ 
0 0 0 0 1 A4 J A5 
0001000il 
0 0 1 A4 0 0 A A5 
0 1 0 I 0 II 0 1* 
1 A4 2 ;15 2 A5 A2 A6 
(4.5) 
Then the characteristic polynomial of a is (x2+x + 1)(x* + 1*x + 1) 
(x2 + A4x + l)*, and there are the following (a)-invariant subspaces of v: 
T, = ker(a2 + A2a + 1) 
= (VI + v* + nqv, + v5) + A6(v4 + V6) + i2v7, A%, 
+ A6(v3 + v5) + A’(v, + v6) + v7 + vs) 
T,=ker(a*+a+ 1) 
= (A3(v, + v3 + v5) + v* + A%, + V8, v1 + A%, 
+ 13(v4 + v6 + vg) + vg) + v7) 
(4.6) 
T= ker(a4 + A4a + 1) = (~3 + v5, v4 + v6, v, + Iv, + v7, v2 + Izv, + vs). 
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Once again a3 is a generalized homology with axis m and co-axis n, say. 
Noting that vq + v6 lies in both T and I in both cases (g) and (/I), it follows 
that T cannot be a component of our spread. Hence we obtain T2 E m, 
T, s n. 
For each p E GF(q) we define vp E V via 
v, = p(v3 + v4 + v5 + v(j) + vl + v2 + A(v4 + v5) + v7 + v8, 
and set 
(4.7) 
T” = (v,,, v,a). (4.8) 
Each v, lies in C,(w), and as w inverts a then each Tp is an (a, w)- 
invariant subspace of T. 
LEMMA 4.5. There are p, v E GF(q) such that m = T2 + T’, n = T, + T”. 
ProoJ Since both m and n are (a, w )-invariant then both T2 and T, 
have (a, w )-invariant complements in m and n, respectively. The result 
follows easily. 
LEMMA 4.6. Case (B) of Lemma 4.4 does not hold. 
Proof: Using (4.5)-(4.8) one can write down a basis for n by 
Lemma 4.5. We claim that n n I # 0 for any choice of p, and for this it 
suffices to form an 8 x 8 matrix with rows the basis of n and I respectively 
and show that it is singular. 
In case (/?) we have I= ( v4, vg, v7, v,), so it is enough to consider the 
matrix formed from columns 1,2, 3, 5 of the bases of T, and Tp given in 
(4.6) and (4.8). This matrix is 
which is indeed singular for each p. (One needs to use the identity 
A3 = A+ 1 in this calculation.) 
Corollary 4.7. Case (I) dos not hold. 
Proof: We have already remarked following Lemma 4.4 that case (I) 
corresponds (up to the action of 4) to case (B) of Lemma 4.4, in the sense 
that the module A4 of Hypothesis 4.1 is GF(q) G,-isomorphic to V” 1 G,,, V 
being the G-module of Hypothesis 4.2, and that in cases (I) and (j?) we also 
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have 1, = 1”. Now the proofs of Lemma 4.5, 4.6, together with the com- 
ments following (4.6) establish that I/ does not have a G-invariant partial 
spread which contains 1 and also either contains T as a component or else 
has distinct components which contain T, and T,. Then of course the same 
is true of Vb. But with reference to Propostion 4.3, however, in case (A) of 
Hypothesis 4.1, M (E Vb) has a G,-invariant partial spread containing 
both 1, = I” and n, = E, n MT+. This is impossible. 
Similarly in case (B) of Hypothesis 4.1 M has a G,-invariant partial 
spread containing both lo = I@ and n, = ES @ (E;’ n M) = T1 @ (Tf)” = no 
for some choice of ,u, and again this is impossible. The corollary is proved. 
5. COMPLETION OF CASE (II) 
We complete the proof of the theorem in this section. After the results of 
the previous sections we are reduced to assuming that case (II) of Section 3 
holds, that is V 1 G, E Ni@ N,@ GF(q). We also know that case (a) of 
Lemma 4.4 holds, that is 1= (v,, vq, vs, v8), where we have maintained the 
notation of Section 4. The image of I under w is I, = (vi, vj, vg, v,) and 
the two components 1, I1 are the only H-invariant components. They 
belong to a Go-orbit of nine components, which also contains 
E2=1~a4=(~1+~2,~3+~4,~5+~6,~,+~8). (5.1) 
We use the assumption that C induces a spread on the GF(2)-rational 
points only in this section, and it tells us that if some component s E Z con- 
tains a non-zero GF(2)-rational point then it has a basis of such vectors. 
The invariant subspaces of a defined in (4.6) can be described by the 
coordinates of basis vectors as follows: 
T,: 1 1 xl5 A6 A5 A6 A2 0 
0 A2 A6 IS A6 I5 1 1 
T,: A3 1 A3 0 A3 0 A6 1 
1 A6 0 A3 0 A3 1 A3 




LEMMA 5.1. The two components fixed by a are of the form 
t I,~=TI+T’, t2,“=T2+T”, where T’=(vp,vpa), T”=(v,,v,a), and 
v,=~(~j+~4+~5+V~)+V~+v2+~(vq+V5)+v,+V~. 
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Proof: This is a restatement, in different notation, of Lemma 4.5. 
Remark. It can be seen that as long as p+ VE {A, I*, A3, A’}, t,,, 
and t2,v are representatives of G,-orbits of length 28 of a partial spread 
containing also the nine components in the orbit of 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. One of the following cases occur: 
(1) v=A6, p=A5 
(2) p=A6, v=A5. 
Proof. Let z=($ :’ ). Then zp1a3z = (y i) fixes (t,,,)z and (t2,“)z. The 
images of the basis vectors given above for t,,, under z are 
01 1 0 A 0 1 A 
A3 AS A2 A3 A2 A3 A5 A2 
A3 A5 1/2+P &,i4+A5 12p*+14 A/i4 A3 1’ 
A 0 p+P 1 p+F 1 A 0 
Since (tl,,)z contains a vector fixed by 4, namely A6 times the first line, 
it must contain a basis of vectors fixed by 4. A straightforward computa- 
tion of linear combinations of the lines above shows that this can only 
happen if p = A6 or p = A5. 
The same argument applies to (t2,“)z and again we must have v = A6 or 
v = Is. Since ,U #v is necessary to have t,,, n t,,, = (0) we obtain the two 
cases as claimed. 
We record here that in the first case (p = Is, v = n6) we obtain 
01101011 
10111101 




t* = f2.16 =0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
10011110 
In the second case (cl = A6, v = A’) we obtain 
01101011 
10111101 
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11101001 
01111110 
t2=0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 (5.5) 
10110110 
Let now d = (y : ). Then (ii, w ) is a subgroup of SL, (8) isomorphic to 
C,. It follows from our assumptions that Z, acts on C and that the com- 
ponents in C containing GF(2)Jinear combinations of {ui, . . . . v8> must 
contain bases of such GF(2)Jinear combinations. Hence Z contains 17 such 
components which provides us with a plane of order 16 defined over GF(2). 
Call Z, the spread so defined over GF(2). Then 2, contains the com- 
ponents I, I,, i,, t,, t,. Since w has a 2-dimensional subspace of fixed points 
in I,, t, , and t,, w is planar on C,. The tixed subplane of w is a plane of 
order 4 over GF(2) which is uniquely determined by the three known com- 
ponents. 
The same arguments apply to all three involutions in C,, which we 
denote by E = (A i), k = (: y), w = (7 A). 
We now record this information explicitly in the case p = Is, v = A6. Next 
we will show that we need only consider this case. 
Call n,, n, the components in C, containing fixed points of E. Then n,fi, 
n,ii are the components in C, containing fixed points of k. We have that 




LEMMA 5.3. The centralizr of SL,(8) in GL,(8) contains an involution z 
such that 
(1) The components tI, t, corresponding to the case p = As, v = A6 are 
mapped by z to those corresponding to the case p = A6. v = A5. 
(2) The 2-dimensional subspaces of fixed points of E, k, and w in 
n,, . . . . n2 w are mapped by z to the corresponding subspaces of the corre- 
sponding components in the case p = A6, v = As. 
Proox Let z be the involution fixing vl, v2, v,, vs and interchanging v3 
with v5, and vq with v6. Then (1) can be checked directly, (2) follows as the 
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planes of order 4 consisting of fixed points of involutions are uniquely 
determined. It is also a straightforward calculation to see that r commutes 
with U, H, and w. 
In order to determine ,Y:, we need to complete n,, n, to 4-dimensional 
spaces over GF(2) and to find six other components. This last six must 
form a regular orbit of Z:3 as otherwise we would obtain fixed points of 
involutions in these components, and fixed points of involutions have been 
accounted for previously. Suppose v is a vector with the following property: 
v is not in 1, 1,, I,, t,, or t, and v + WE is not in ni or n2, v + vk is not in 
n, w or n2 w, and finally v + VW is not in n, ii or n,B Then the vector v is 
clearly a vector beloning to a component of the regular orbit, as the vectors 
used above are fixed by the corresponding involutions but do not belong 
where they should if this were not the case. 
A search of vectors in GF(2)*, which was done by hand, provides the 
following with the property above: 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0, 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0, 
and 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1. Each one of these have six images under C3, all 
with the given property. These orbits are called respectively 0,) O,, 0, in 
what follows. To determine C, we must decide which vector in O,, and 
which vector in O3 together with 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 E O1 belong in a com- 
ponent n3 EC,. We have thus 36 cases to be considered. 
In order to deal with these cases and save in notation it is convenient o 
reorder the basis vi, . . . . v8 as vi, v3, v5, v,, v2, vq, vg, vs. We fix this 
ordering from now on. The spread Z:, is now described by the standard 
notation defined, for instance, in [S, Chap. I] as follows: 
1: x = 0; I, : y = 0; 1, : y = x and the remaining components are given by 
y=xM, where M is a 4 x 4 invertible matrix over GF(2). We have 
t,: y=xF1 and t,: y=xF’, with 
The orbits Oi, 02, 0, are 
V VW aE 4 V_kW VEW 
0,01101000 00010110 01101001 11101000 00010111 10010110 
02 10111010 01011101 11010001 11110010 01001111 10001011 
03 01110011 11001110 01110101 11000101 10100011 10101110 
We refer to the 36 cases as follows: p(i, j) with 1~ i, j < 6 is the case in 
which the component n3 contains 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0, the ith vector from the 
left to right of 0, and the jth vector of 03. 
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As an example of the way in which most cases are eliminated we sketch 
the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. The case ~(3, j) does not occur for any j. 
Proof: We have 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0, 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 a n3. In case 
~(3, 1) also 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 E n3. We obtain 
n3 n3w n3K n3k n&w ?Z,LW 
01101000 00010110 01101001 11101000 00010111 10010110 
11010001 10001011 10111010 01001111 11110010 01011101 
01110011 11001110 01110101 11000101 10100011 10101110 
00011011 00011100 
Note that 0 0 0 1 x, x2 x3 x4 is in a component exactly when the last 
row of the matrix M representing the component is x, x2 x3 x4. In the 
above case the only vectors which have not occurred so far as last rows are 
100 1,l 0 10,l 10 1,andl 11 l.Oftheseonlyl 00 lcanbethe 
last row of the matrix of n3k as otherwise this matrix would be singular. 
Of the remaining only 1 0 1 0 is such that 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 + 
0 0 0 1 10 1 OwEn,dandonlyl 10 lissuchthato 0 0 1 1 10 l+ 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Ike n2w. This forces 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 En,Ew. But then 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 i-+0 10 1 1 10 l=O 10 0 0 0 1 OEn,Ewnn,ii, a 
contradiction. 
In case p(3,2) we have 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 E n3. Therefore (1 1 0 0 1 1 1 O)k 
=10101110~n,~. But then 10101110+11101000+ 
0 10 0 1 1 1 l=O 0 0 0 10 0 lcn,_knl,acontradiction. 
Incasep(3,3)wehaveO 11 10 10 lEn-,.Therefore(O 11 10 10 l)k 
=10100011~n,_k. But then 10100011+11101000+ 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 l=O 0 0 0 0 1 0 OEn&nl, a contradiction. 
If the case is p(3,4) we have 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 en3. But then 
11000101+11010001=00010100~n,nn,,ac0n- 
tradiction. 
In case ~(3, 5) we have 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 cn3. In this case as in the first 
we obtain that 1 0 0 1, 1 0 1 1, 1 1 0 0, and 1 1 1 1 are the last rows 
left for the matrices of the last components. Among these, n& can only 
have 1 0 0 1, 1 0 1 1, or 1 1 0 0. In the three cases n3_k intersects T,, Fz 
or n,ri, respectively. 
Finally if p(3,6) is the case then 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 E n3. But then 
10101110+01101000+11OlOOOl=OOOlOlll~n~n 
n,kw, a contradiction. 
The same type of arguments given above apply to all but the following 
cases: ~(1, I), ~(1~2)~ ~(4~6)~ ~(5, 3), p(5,6), ~(6 6). 
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The matrices defining the component n3 in each of these six cases are, 
respectively, 
PC19 1) P(L 2) ~(56) ~(69 6) 
Each of these is constructed in a unique manner in much the same way 
as the eliminations in Lemma 5.4. Once the last rows are settled, the 
2-dimensional subspace known in n2, . . . . n2 w are automatically completed 
to 3-dimensional spaces. Their matrices admit now a unique choice for the 
missing row. 
We list n, , n2 for each of the six spreads. The remaining components are 
obtained by the action of C,. 
P(l, 1) P(L 2) ~(47 6) P(% 3) P(S,~) ~(6, ‘5) 
LEMMA 5.5. In all possible cases the component n3 E .E, does not define a 
component in C. 
Proof. It is enough to see that {n3 . g 1 g E SL2 (8)) is not a partial 
spread. We exhibit an element gE SL,(8) such that n3 n n3. g # (0) in 
each of the six cases. These intersections can easily be checked by hand, but 
the choice of g was found by the computer. Before checking, the com- 
ponents must be expressed in the original basis. 
Case p( 1, 1). 
/I 0 g= ( > 1 A-’ . 
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Case p( 1, 2). 
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Case p(4,6). 
Case p( 5, 3). 
Case p( $6). 
Case p(6,6). 
1 0 g= ( > 12 A-1 . 
g=A O ( > 13 A-1 . 
Remarks. (1) The last lemma completes the proof of the theorem. 
(2) We do not know the full automorphism group of the six spreads 
over GF(2) defined after the proof of Lemma 5.4. We do not know if these 
spreads determine isomorphic planes. That the translation complement is 
not just .X3 and the orbits on 1, are not the orbits defined by Z3 follows 
at least in one case from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. The translation complement of the plane defined by the 
spread corresponding to Case p( 1, 1) contains an involution G such that 
(C,, a) has order 36. The orbit structure of (Z,, a) on 1, is (2,3,6,6). 
ProoJ Let a be the matrix 1, Q w @ w. Then a E SL8 (2) has 4 x 4 block 
form (w$)w ,i,). It follows that a fixes 1, I,, and l2 and the action of a on 
the remaining components is given by conjugation by w@ w. Since 
(w@w) t,(w@w)=t,, a interchanges t, and t2. Also (w@w)n,(w@w)= 
n2. w, while (w@ w) n,(w@ w) = n3 .kw. Thus the orbits of (Z:,, a) are 
(4 II, 12>, {t!, t2}, {n,, n2,n1 .ci, n,-% n, .w, n,.w>, and {n3,n3.w, n,.& 
n3 ._k, n3 ._kw, n3 .Ew}. This proves the last assertion. 
It is easy to verify that ada and d commute and they generate a sub- 
group of order 9 isomorphic to Z, x Z,. Also a and w commute and they 
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generate a group of order 4 isomorphic to Z, x Z,. Since wiiw=Cr, 
w(aiio)w = a5’a, and 0 acts clearly on Z, x Z, it follows that (a, w) nor- 
malizes (ii, kia). Hence (L’,, a) = (ii, w, a) is isomorphic to (Z, x Z,) 4 
(Z, x Z,) of order 36. 
Remark. The translation complement of the plane corresponding to 
~($6) contains an involution, namely I2 @ WI* = 0’. In this case 0’ fixes 
t,, fZ. Orbit structure of (C, 0’) is (1, 1, 3, 6,6). 
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